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ON MAXIMAL TENSOR PRODUCTS AND QUOTIENT MAPS OF
OPERATOR SYSTEMS
KYUNG HOON HAN
Abstract. We introduce quotient maps in the category of operator systems and
show that the maximal tensor product is projective with respect to them. Whereas,
the maximal tensor product is not injective, which makes the pel,maxq-nuclearity dis-
tinguish a class in the category of operator systems. We generalize Lance’s characteri-
zation of C-algebras with the WEP by showing that pel,maxq-nuclearity is equivalent
to the weak expectation property. Applying Werner’s unitization to the dual spaces
of operator systems, we consider a class of completely positive maps associated with
the maximal tensor product and establish the duality between quotient maps and
complete order embeddings.
1. Introduction
Kadison characterized the unital subspaces of a real continuous function algebra on
a compact set [Ka]. As for its noncommutative counterpart, Choi and Effros gave an
abstract characterization of the unital involutive subspaces of BpHq [CE]. The former
is called a real function system or a real ordered vector space with an Archimedean
order unit while the latter is termed an operator system. Ever since the work by Choi
and Effros, the notion of operator systems has been a useful tool in studying the local
structures and the functorial aspects of C-algebras.
Recently, the fundamental and systematic developments in the theory of operator
systems have been carried out through a series of papers [PT, PTT, KPTT1, KPTT2].
Perhaps, the reference [PT] is the cornerstone for this program. Under the naive defi-
nition of the quotient and that of the tensor product of real function systems, the order
unit sometimes fails to be Archimedean. See for example, [A, p.67] and [PTT, Remark
3.12]. The Archimedeanization process introduced in [PT] helps remedy this problem.
In order to apply this idea to the noncommutative situation, the Archimedeanization of
a matrix ordered -vector space with a matrix order unit is introduced in [PTT]. Based
on the matricial Archimedeanization process, the tensor products and the quotients of
operator systems are defined and studied in [KPTT1] and [KPTT2] respectively.
Based on these developments, a simple and generalized proof of the celebrated Choi-
Effros-Kirchberg approximation theorem for nuclear C-algebras has been given in [HP].
In this paper, we continue to study the tensor products in [KPTT1] and the quotients
in [KPTT2]. With the same spirit as in [HP], we give a simple and generalized proof
of the classical Lance’s theorem [L1, L2].
In section 3, we introduce the notion of complete order quotient maps which can
be regarded as quotient maps in the category of operator systems and show that the
maximal tensor product is projective under this definition.
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The minimal tensor product is injective functorially, while the maximal tensor prod-
uct need not be injective. This misbehavior distinguishes a class which is called
pel,maxq-nuclear operator systems [KPTT2]. In the category of C-algebras, Lance
characterized this tensorial property by the factorization property for the inclusion
map into the second dual through BpHq. In [KPTT2], it is proved that this factor-
ization property for an operator system implies its pel,maxq-nuclearity and it is asked
whether the converse holds. In section 4, we answer this question in the affirmative and
deduce Lance’s theorem as a corollary.
The order unit of the dual spaces of operator systems cannot be considered in general.
However, the dual spaces of finite dimensional operator systems have a non-canonical
Archimedean order unit [CE]. This enables the duality between tensor products and
mapping spaces to work in the proofs of the Choi-Effros-Kirchberg theorem for operator
systems [HP] and Lance’s theorem for operator systems in section 4. Not only is the
finite dimensional assumption restrictive, but also the matrix order unit norm on the
dual spaces of finite dimensional operator systems is irrelevant to the matrix norm given
by the standard dual of operator spaces.
To get rid of the finite dimensional assumption and to reflect the operator space
dual norm, we apply Werner’s unitization of matrix ordered operator spaces [W] to the
dual spaces of operator systems. We consider the completely positive maps associated
with the maximal tensor products and prove their factorization property in section 5.
Finally, we establish the duality between complete order quotient maps and complete
order embeddings in section 6.
2. preliminaries
Let S and T be operator systems. As in [KPTT1], an operator system structure on
S b T is defined as a family of cones MnpS bτ T q
  satisfying:
(T1) pS b T , tMnpS bτ T q
 
u
8
n1, 1S b 1T q is an operator system denoted by S bτ T ,
(T2) MnpSq
 
bMmpT q
 
MmnpS bτ T q
  for all n,m P N, and
(T3) If ϕ : S Ñ Mn and ψ : T Ñ Mm are unital completely positive maps, then
ϕb ψ : S bτ T ÑMmn is a unital completely positive map.
By an operator system tensor product, we mean a mapping τ : O O Ñ O, such that
for every pair of operator systems S and T , τpS, T q is an operator system structure on
S b T , denoted S bτ T . We call an operator system tensor product τ functorial, if the
following property is satisfied:
(T4) For any operator systems S1,S2, T1, T2 and unital completely positive maps ϕ :
S1 Ñ T1, ψ : S2 Ñ T2, the map ϕ b ψ : S1 b S2 Ñ T1 b T2 is unital completely
positive.
An operator system structure is defined on two fixed operator systems, while the func-
torial operator system tensor product can be thought of as the bifunctor on the category
consisting of operator systems and unital completely positive maps.
For operator systems S and T , we put
MnpSbminT q
 
 trpi,jsi,j PMnpSbT q : ϕ P SkpSq, ψ P SmpT q, rpϕbψqppi,jqsi,j PM
 
nkmu
and let ιS : S Ñ BpHq and ιT : T Ñ BpKq be unital completely order isomorphic
embeddings. Then the family tMnpS bmin T q
 
u
8
n1 is an operator system structure on
S b T rising from the embedding ιS b ιT : S b T Ñ BpH bKq. We call the operator
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system pS b T , tMnpS bmin T qu
8
n1, 1S b 1T q the minimal tensor product of S and T
and denote it by S bmin T .
The mapping min : OO Ñ O sending pS, T q to SbminT is an injective, associative,
symmetric and functorial operator system tensor product. The positive cone of the
minimal tensor product is the largest among all possible positive cones of operator
system tensor products [KPTT1, Theorem 4.6]. For C-algebras A and B, we have the
completely order isomorphic inclusion
Abmin B  AbCmin B
[KPTT1, Corollary 4.10].
For operator systems S and T , we put
Dmaxn pS, T q  tαpP bQqα
 : P PMkpSq
 , Q PMlpT q
 , α PMn,kl, k, l P Nu.
Then it is a matrix ordering on SbT with order unit 1Sb1T . Let tMnpSbmaxT q
 
u
8
n1
be the Archimedeanization of the matrix ordering tDmaxn pS, T qu
8
n1. Then it can be
written as
MnpS bmax T q
 
 tX PMnpS b T q : ε ¡ 0, X   εIn P D
max
n pS, T qu.
We call the operator system pSbT , tMnpSbmaxT q
 
u
8
n1, 1Sb1T q the maximal operator
system tensor product of S and T and denote it by S bmax T .
The mapping max : O  O Ñ O sending pS, T q to S bmax T is an associative,
symmetric and functorial operator system tensor product. The positive cone of the
maximal tensor product is the smallest among all possible positive cones of operator
system tensor products [KPTT1, Theorem 5.5]. For C-algebras A and B, we have the
completely order isomorphic inclusion
Abmax B  AbCmax B
[KPTT1, Theorem 5.12].
The inclusion S b T  IpSq bmax T for the injective envelope IpSq of S induces the
operator system structure on S b T , which is denoted by S bel T . Here the injective
envelope IpSq can be replaced by any injective operator system containing S. The
mapping el : OO Ñ O sending pS, T q to Sbel T is a left injective functorial operator
system tensor product [KPTT1, Theorems 7.3, 7.5].
An operator system S is called pel,maxq-nuclear if SbelT  SbmaxT for any operator
system T . An operator system S is pel,maxq-nuclear if and only if SbmaxT  S2bmaxT
for any inclusion S  S2 and any operator system T [KPTT2, Lemma 6.1]. We say
that the operator system S has the weak expectation property (in short, WEP) if
the inclusion map ι : S ãÑ S can be factorized as Ψ  Φ  ι for unital completely
positive maps Φ : S Ñ BpHq and Ψ : BpHq Ñ S. If S has the WEP, then it is
pel,maxq-nuclear [KPTT2, Theorem 6.7].
Given an operator system S, we call J  S a kernel, provided that it is the kernel of
a unital completely positive map from S to another operator system. The kernel can
be characterized in an intrinsic way: J is a kernel if and only if it is the intersection of
a closed two-sided ideal in CupSq with S [KPTT2, Corollary 3.8]. If we define a family
of positive cones MnpS{J q
  on MnpS{J q by
MnpS{J q
 
 trxi,j   Jsi,j : ε ¡ 0, Dki,j P J, εIn b 1S   rxi,j   ki,jsi,j PMnpSq
 
u,
then pS{J , tMnpS{J q
 
u
8
n1, 1S{J q satisfies all the conditions of an operator system
[KPTT2, Proposition 3.4]. We call it the quotient operator system. With this definition,
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the first isomorphism theorem is proved: If ϕ : S Ñ T is a unital completely positive
map with J  kerϕ, then the map rϕ : S{J Ñ T given by rϕpx J q  ϕpxq is a unital
completely positive map [KPTT2, Proposition 3.6].
Since the kernel J in an operator system S is a closed subspace, the operator space
structure of S{J can be interpreted in two ways, one as the operator space quotient
and the other as the operator space structure induced by the operator system quotient.
The two matrix norms can be different. For a concrete example, see [KPTT2, Example
4.4].
3. Projectivity of maximal tensor product
We show that the maximal tensor product is projective functorially in the category
of operator systems. To this end, we first define the quotient maps in the category of
operator systems.
Definition 3.1. For operator systems S and T , we let Φ : S Ñ T be a unital completely
positive surjection. We call Φ : S Ñ T a complete order quotient map if for any Q in
MnpT q
  and ε ¡ 0, we can take an element P in MnpSq so that it satisfies
P   εIn b 1S PMnpSq
  and ΦnpP q  Q.
The key point of the above definition is that the lifting P depends on the choice of
ε ¡ 0. A slight modification of [PT, Theorem 2.45] implies the following proposition
that justifies the above terminology.
Proposition 3.2. For operator systems S and T , we suppose that Φ : S Ñ T is a
unital completely positive surjection. Then Φ : S Ñ T is a complete order quotient map
if and only if the induced map rΦ : S{ ker ΦÑ T is a unital complete order isomorphism.
Proof. Φ : S Ñ T is a complete order quotient map
 Q PMnpT q
 , ε ¡ 0, DP PMnpSq, P   εIn b 1S P MnpSq
  and ΦnpP q  Q
 Q PMnpT q
 , DP P MnpSq, P ker Φn P MnpS{ ker Φq
  and rΦnpP ker Φnq  Q
 the induced map rΦ : S{ ker ΦÑ T is a complete order isomorphism.

Recall that for operator spaces V and W , the linear map Φ : V Ñ W is called a
complete quotient map if Φn : MnpV q ÑMnpW q is a quotient map for each n P N, that
is, Φn maps the open unit ball of MnpV q onto the open unit ball of MnpW q.
Proposition 3.3. For operator systems S and T , we suppose that Φ : S Ñ T is a
unital completely positive surjection. If Φ : S Ñ T is a complete quotient map, then it
is a complete order quotient map.
Proof. We choose Q PMnpT q
  and ε ¡ 0. We then have

1
2
}Q}In b 1T ¤ Q
1
2
}Q}In b 1T ¤
1
2
}Q}In b 1T .
There exists an element P in MnpSq such that
ΦnpP q  Q
1
2
}Q}In b 1T and }P } ¤
1
2
}Q}   ε.
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By considering pP   P q{2 instead, we may assume that P is self-adjoint. It follows
that
P  
1
2
}Q}In b 1S   εIn b 1S PMnpSq
  and ΦnpP  
1
2
}Q}In b 1Sq  Q.

The following theorem says that the maximal tensor product is projective functorially
in the category of operator systems.
Theorem 3.4. For operator systems S1,S2, T and a complete order quotient map Φ :
S1 Ñ S2, the linear map Φb idT : S1bmax T Ñ S2bmax T is a complete order quotient
map.
Proof. We choose an element z in MnpS2 bmax T q
  and ε ¡ 0. Then we can write
z   εIn b 1S2 b 1T  αP2 bQα
, P2 PMppS2q
 , Q P MqpT q
 , α PMn,pq.
We may assume that }Q}, }α} ¤ 1. There exists an element P1 in MppS1q such that
ΦppP1q  P2 and P1   εIp b 1S1 PMppS1q
 .
It follows that
pΦb idT qnpαP1 bQα

 εIn b 1S1 b 1T q  αP2 bQα

 εIn b 1S2 b 1T  z
and
pαP1 bQα

 εIn b 1S1 b 1T q   2εIn b 1S1 b 1T
αpP1   εIp b 1S1q bQα

  pεIn b 1S1 b 1T  εαppIp b 1S1q bQqα

q
PMnpS1 bmax T q
 .

Suppose that we are given an operator system S and a unital C-algebra A such that
S is an A-bimodule. Moreover, we assume that 1A  s  s for s P S. We call such an S
an operator A-system [Pa, Chapter 15] provided that a  1S  1S  a and
rai,js  rsi,js  rai,js

 r
n¸
k,l1
ai,k  sk,l  a

j,ls P MnpSq
 , rai,js PMnpAq, rsi,js PMnpSq
 .
The maximal tensor product AbmaxS is an operator A-system [KPTT1, Theorem 6.7].
The converse of Proposition 3.3 does not hold in general since the operator space
structure induced by the operator system quotient by a kernel can be different from the
operator space quotient by it [KPTT2, Example 4.4]. However, the converse holds in
the following special situation. Although the following theorem overlaps with [KPTT2,
Corollary 5.15], we include it here because the proof is so elementary.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that S is an operator system and A is a unital C-algebra with
its norm closed ideal I. Then the canonical map
π b idS : Abmax S Ñ A{I bmax S
is a complete quotient map.
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Proof. By the nuclearity of matrix algebras, it is sufficient to show that the canonical
map π b idS : Abmax S Ñ A{I bmax S is a quotient map. We suppose that
}pπ b idSqpzq}A{IbmaxS   1
for some z P Ab S. Then we have

p1 εq1A{I b 1S pπ b idSqpzq
pπ b idSqpzq

p1 εq1A{I b 1S


P M2pA{I bmax Sq
 
for ε  1}pπb idSqpzq}A{IbmaxS . By Theorem 3.4, we can find an element

ω11 ω12
ω21 ω22


in M2pI b Sq such that

1A b 1S   ω11 z   ω12
z   ω21 1A b 1S   ω22


PM2pAbmax Sq
 .
Since we have pI b Sqh  Ih b Sh [CE], ω11 can be written as ω11 
°n
i1 ai b si for
ai P Ih and si P Sh. Let ai  a
 
i  a

i for 1 ¤ i ¤ n and a
 
i , a

i P I
 . We have
ω11 
n¸
i1
a i b si   a

i b psiq ¤
n¸
i1
}si}pa
 
i   a

i q b 1S .
Hence, we can find elements a and d in I  such that

p1A   aq b 1S z   ω12
z   ω21 p1A   dq b 1S


PM2pAbmax Sq
 .
Since Abmax S is an operator A-system [KPTT1, Theorem 6.7], we have

1A b 1S p1A   aq

1
2
 pz   ω12q  p1A   dq

1
2
p1A   dq

1
2
 pz   ω21q  p1A   aq

1
2 1A b 1S




p1A   aq

1
2 0
0 p1A   dq

1
2




p1A   aq b 1S z   ω12
z   ω21 p1A   dq b 1S




p1A   aq

1
2 0
0 p1A   dq

1
2


P M2pAbmax Sq
 .
It follows that
}p1A   aq

1
2
 pz   ω12q  p1A   dq

1
2
}AbmaxS ¤ 1
and
pπ b idSqpp1A   aq

1
2
 pz   ω12q  p1A   dq

1
2
q  pπ b idSqpzq.

4. The equivalence of the pel,maxq-nuclearity and the WEP
As we have seen in the previous section, the maximal tensor product is projective.
However, the maximal tensor product need not be injective. This misbehavior dis-
tinguishes a class which is called pel,maxq-nuclear operator systems [KPTT2]. In the
category of C-algebras, Lance characterized this tensorial property by the factoriza-
tion property for the inclusion map into the second dual through BpHq [L1, L2]. In
[KPTT2], it is proved that this factorization property for an operator system implies
its pel,maxq-nuclearity and it is asked whether the converse holds. In this section, we
answer this question in the affirmative, independent of Lance’s original theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let S be an operator system. The following are equivalent:
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(i) we have
S bmax T  S2 bmax T
for any inclusion S  S2 and any operator system T ;
(ii) we have
S bmax E  S2 bmax E
for any inclusion S  S2 and any finite dimensional operator system E;
(iii) we have
S bmax E  BpHq bmax E
for any inclusion S  BpHq and any finite dimensional operator system E;
(iv) there exist unital completely positive maps Φ : S Ñ BpHq and Ψ : BpHq Ñ S
such that Ψ  Φ  ι for the canonical inclusion ι : S ãÑ S.
S
  ι //
Φ ""E
EE
EE
EE
E S

BpHq
Ψ
;;wwwwwwww
Proof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii). The direction pivq ñ piq follows
from [KPTT2, Theorem 6.7].
piiiq ñ pivq. Suppose that an operator system S acts on a Hilbert space H . Consid-
ering the bidual of the inclusion S  BpHq and the universal representation of BpHq,
we may assume that the inclusions S  S  BpHq are given such that the second
inclusion is weak-WOT homeomorphic. Let tPλu be the family of projections on the
finite dimensional subspaces of H directed by the inclusions of their ranges. We put
Eλ  PλSPλ and Φλ : Pλ  Pλ : S Ñ Eλ.
Since each Eλ is a finite dimensional operator system, there exists a non-canonical
Archimedean order unit on its dual space Eλ [CE, Corollary 4.5]. In other words, the
dual space Eλ is an operator system. By [KPTT1, Lemma 5.7], a functional ϕλ on
S bmax E

λ corresponding to the compression Φλ : S Ñ Eλ in the standard way is
positive. By assumption, S bmax E

λ is an operator subsystem of BpHq bmax E

λ . By
Krein’s theorem, ϕλ extends to a positive functional ψλ on BpHq bmax E

λ .
BpHq bmax E

λ
ψλ
((RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
S bmax E

λ
?
OO
ϕλ
// C
Let Ψλ : BpHq Ñ Eλ be a completely positive map corresponding to ψλ in the standard
way. Since Φλ  Ψλ  ι for the inclusion ι : S  BpHq, Ψλ is a unital completely
positive map. We take a state ωλ on Eλ and define a unital completely positive map
θλ : Eλ Ñ BpHq by
θλpxq  x  ωλpxqpI  Pλq, x P Eλ.
Let Ψ : BpHq Ñ BpHq be a point-weak cluster point of tθλ  Ψλu. We may assume
that θλ  Ψλ converges to Ψ in the point-weak
 topology. For ξ, η P H and x P S, we
have
xΨpxqξ, ηy  lim
λ
xpPλxPλ   ωλpPλxPλqpI  Pλqqξ, ηy  xxξ, ηy.
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It follows that Ψ|S  ι. Since Φλ is surjective and Ψλ is an extension of Φλ, for each
x P BpHq there exists an element xλ in S such that Ψλpxq  Φλpxλq  PλxλPλ. For
ξ, η P H and x P BpHq, we have
xΨpxqξ, ηy  lim
λ
xpPλxλPλ   ωλpPλxλPλqpI  Pλqqξ, ηy  lim
λ
xxλξ, ηy.
It follows that Ψpxq belongs to the WOT-closure of S which coincides with S because
the inclusion S  BpHq is weak-WOT homeomorphic. 
As a corollary, we deduce the following theorem of Lance. The proof is similar to
that of [HP, Corollary 3.3].
Corollary 4.2 (Lance). Let A be a unital C-algebra. Then we have A bmax B 
A2 bmax B for any inclusion A  A2 and any unital C
-algebra B if and only if A has
the weak expectation property.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, it will be enough to prove that if A bmax B  BpHq bmax B
for any unital C-algebra B, then A bmax T  BpHq bmax T for any operator system
T . Due to [KPTT1, Theorem 6.4] and [KPTT1, Theorem 6.7], we obtain the following
commutative diagram, which yields the conclusion:
Abmax T

Abc T
  // AbCmax C

upT q
_

BpHq bmax T BpHq bc T
  // BpHq bCmax C

upT q

Examples of nuclear operator systems which are not unitally completely order isomor-
phic to any unital C-algebra have been constructed in [KW, HP]. These also provide
examples of operator systems with the WEP which are not unitally completely order
isomorphic to any unital C-algebra.
5. Completely positive maps associated with maximal tensor products
The order unit of the dual spaces of operator systems cannot be considered in general.
However, the dual spaces of finite dimensional operator systems have a non-canonical
Archimedean order unit. This enables the duality between tensor products and mapping
spaces to work in the proofs of the Choi-Effros-Kirchberg theorem for operator systems
[HP] and the Lance theorem for operator systems in the previous section. Not only is
the finite dimensional assumption restrictive, but also the matrix order unit norm on
the dual spaces of finite dimensional operator systems is irrelevant to the matrix norm
given by the standard dual of operator spaces. To get rid of the finite dimensional
assumption and to reflect the operator space dual norm, we apply Werner’s unitization
of matrix ordered operator spaces [W] to the dual spaces of operator systems.
Let V be a matrix ordered operator space. We give the involution and the matrix
order on V ` C as follows:
(1) px  aq  x   a¯, x P V, a P C
(2) X   A PMnpV ` Cq
  iff
A PM n and ϕppA  εInq

1
2XpA  εInq

1
2
q ¥ 1
for any ε ¡ 0 and any positive contractive functional ϕ on MnpV q.
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We denote by rV the space V `C with the above involution and matrix order and call it
the unitization of V [W, Definition 4.7]. The unitization rV of a matrix ordered operator
space V is an operator system and the canonical inclusion ι : V ãÑ rV is a completely
contractive complete order isomorphism onto its range [W, Lemma 4.8]. However it
need not be completely isomorphic. We apply Werner’s unitization of matrix ordered
operator spaces to the dual spaces of operator systems. In this case, the canonical
inclusion ι : S ãÑ S is 2-completely isomorphic [Kar, H, KPTT1].
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that S is an operator system and S is the unitization of the dual
space S. Let f : S ÑMn be a self-adjoint linear map and A PM
 
n . Then f A belongs
to MnpSq
  if and only if we have fmpxq ¥ Im b A for all m P N and x PMmpSq
 
1
.
Proof. ñq The element f   A belongs to MnpSq
  if and only if
ϕppA  εInq

1
2 fpA  εInq

1
2
q ¥ 1
for any ε ¡ 0 and any positive contractive functional ϕ on MnpS

q. For x P MmpSq
 
1
and ξ P pℓ2mnq1, the map
ϕx,ξ : f PMnpS

q  CBpS,Mnq ÞÑ xfmpxqξ|ξy P C
is a positive contractive functional on MnpS

q. It follows that
xpIm b pA  εInq

1
2
qfmpxqpIm b pA  εInq

1
2
qξ|ξy
ϕx,ξppA  εInq

1
2 f pA  εInq

1
2
q
¥  1.
Hence, we have fmpxq ¥ Im b A.
ðq Put Ω  tϕx,ξ : m P N, x P MmpSq
 
1 , ξ P pℓ
2
mnq1u where ϕx,ξ defined as above.
Let Γ1 be a weak
-closed convex hull of Ω and Γ2 a weak
-closed cone generated by Ω.
We want Γ1  pMnpS

q

q
 
1 . Here, pMnpS

q

q
 
1 denotes the set of positive contractive
functionals on MnpS

q. If this were not the case, we could choose ϕ0 P pMnpS

q

q
 
1
{Γ1.
By the Krein-Smulian theorem [C, Theorem 5.12.1], we have R  Γ1  Γ2, thus ϕ0 does
not belong to Γ2. By the Hahn-Banach separation theorem, there exists f0 PMnpS

qsa
which separates Γ2 and ϕ0 strictly. We have Γ2pf0q  t0u or r0,8q or p8, 0s. If
ϕx,ξpf0q  0 for all ϕx,ξ P Ω, then we have f0  0. We may assume that Γ2pf0q  r0,8q.
Then we have f0 P MnpS

q
  which is a contradiction since f0 separates Γ2 and ϕ0
strictly. The conclusion follows from Γ1  pMnpS

q

q
 
1 and
ϕx,ξppA   εInq

1
2 f pA  εInq

1
2
q ¥ 1.

Proposition 5.2. Suppose that Φ : S Ñ T is a finite rank map for operator systems
S and T . Then Φ is completely positive if and only if it belongs to pS bmin T q
 .
Proof. ñq The finite rank map Φ can be regarded as an element in S b T  S b T .
For a positive element x in MnpSq, the evaluation map evx : S

ÑMn defined by
evxpfq  fnpxq, f P S

is completely positive. For a completely positive map g : T ÑMm, we have
pevx b gqpΦq  pg  Φqnpxq PM
 
mn, pevx b g : S

b T ÑMmnq.
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For a completely positive map f : S ÑMn, its restriction f |S belongs to CP pS
,Mnq 
MnpS

q
 . It is the point-norm limit of evaluation maps evx for x P MnpSq
 . Thus,
we have
pf b gqpΦq  pf |S b gqpΦq PM
 
mn.
In other words, Φ belongs to pS bmin T q
 .
ðq For x PMnpSq
 
1 , we define an evaluation map evx : S

ÑMn by
evxpf   λq  fnpxq   λIn.
By Lemma 5.1, the evaluation map evx : S ÑMn is completely positive.
From
pg Φqnpxq  pevx b gqpΦq PM
 
mn
we see that Φ : S Ñ T is completely positive. 
By Proposition 5.2, finite rank completely positive maps from S to T correspond to
the elements in S b T X pS bmin T q
 . Our next goal is to study completely positive
maps corresponding to the elements in S b T X pS bmax T q
 .
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that Φ : S Ñ T is a finite rank map. Then Φ belongs to
p
S bmax T q
  if and only if for any ε ¡ 0, there exist a factorization Φ  ψ  ϕ and a
positive semidefinite matrix A P Mp such that ϕ : S Ñ Mp is a self-adjoint map with
ϕmpxq ¥ Im b A for all m P N, x PMmpSq
 
1
and ψ : Mp Ñ T is a completely positive
map with ψpAq  ε1T .
S
Φ //
ϕ   A
AA
AA
AA
A T
Mp
ψ
>>}}}}}}}}
Proof. ñq Let Φ P pS bmax T q
 . For any ε ¡ 0, we can write
Φ  ε1
S
b 1T  αppϕ  A  1
S
q bQqα
for α P M1,pq, ϕ P MppS

q, A P Mp, Q P MqpT q
  and ϕ   A  1
S
P MppSq
 . It follows
that
Φpxq  αϕpxq bQα and ε1T  αpAbQqα
.
By Lemma 5.1, we have
ϕnpxq ¥ In b A, n P N, x PMnpSq
 
1 .
We define a completely positive map ψ : Mp Ñ T by ψpBq  αpB b Qqα
. Then we
have
Φpxq  αϕpxq bQα  ψpϕpxqq and ψpAq  αpAbQqα  ε1T .
ðq We put
Q  rψpei,jqs1¤i,j¤p PMppT q
  and α  re1,    , eps PM1,p2 .
Because
ψprbi,jsq  ψp
p¸
i,j1
bi,jei,jq 
p¸
i,j1
bi,jQi,j  αprbi,js bQqα
,
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we can write
Φpxq  αϕpxq bQα and ε1T  αpAbQqα
.
By Lemma 5.1, we have ϕ  A PMnpSq
 . It follows that
Φ  ε1
S
b 1T  αppϕ  A  1
S
q bQqα P pS bmax T q
 

Let Φ : S Ñ T be a completely positive map factoring through a matrix algebra in
a completely positive way. By the proof of Theorem 5.3, Φ corresponds to an element
in the subcone
tαpϕbQqα : α PM1,pq, ϕ PMppS

q
 , Q PMqpT q
 
u
of the cone S b T X pS bmax T q
 .
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that Φ : S Ñ T is a completely positive map for operator
systems S and T . The map
idR b Φ : Rbmin S Ñ Rbmax T
is completely positive for any operator system R if and only if we have
Φ|E P pE bmax T q
 
for any finite dimensional operator subsystem E of S.
Proof. ñq By Proposition 5.2, we can regard the inclusion ι : E  S as an element in
p
EbminSq
 . By assumption, we see that Φ|E  pidEbΦqpιq belongs to p
EbmaxT q
 .
ðq We choose an element
z 
n¸
i1
xi b yi P pRbmin Sq
 
1
.
Let E be a finite dimensional operator subsystem of S which contains tyi : 1 ¤ i ¤ nu.
By Theorem 5.3, there exist a factorization Φ|E  ψ  ϕ and a positive semidefinite
matrix A PMn such that ϕ : E ÑMn is a self-adjoint map with ϕmpxq ¥ Im bA for
all m P N, x PMmpSq
 
1 and ψ : Mn Ñ T is a completely positive map with ψpAq  ε1T .
Let R be a concrete operator system acting on a Hilbert space H and P the projection
onto the finite dimensional subspace of H . The compression PRP is the operator
subsystem of a matrix algebra Mp for p  rankP . From the commutative diagram
Mp bmin E
idMpbϕ // Mp bmin Mn
PRP bmin E
?
OO
idPRPbϕ // PRP bmin Mn
?
OO
we see that
pidR b ϕqpzq ¥ 1R b A.
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From the commutative diagram
Rbmin S
idRbΦ // Rbmax T
Rbmin E
?
OO
idRbϕ // Rbmin Mn  Rbmax Mn
idRbψ
OO
we also see that
pidR b Φqpzq  pidR b ψq  pidR b ϕqpzq
¥ εpidR b ψqp1R b Aq
 ε1R b 1T
in Rbmax T . Since the choice of ε ¡ 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that the map
idR b Φ : Rbmin S Ñ Rbmax T
is positive.

6. Duality
We establish the duality between complete order embeddings and complete order
quotient maps.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that S and T are operator systems with complete norms and
Φ : S Ñ T is a unital completely positive surjection. Then Φ : S Ñ T is a complete
order quotient map if and only if its dual map Φ : T  Ñ S is a complete order
embedding.
Proof. ñq Let Φnpfq P MnpS

q
 
 CP pS,Mnq for f P MnpT

q. We choose a positive
element y in MmpT q. For any ε ¡ 0, there exists an element x in MmpSq such that
Φmpxq  y and x  εIm b 1S PMmpSq
 .
We have
pf  Φqmpxq   εpf  ΦqmpIm b 1Sq  pΦ

npfqqmpx  εIn b 1Sq PM
 
mn.
Since the choice of ε ¡ 0 is arbitrary, we have
fmpyq  pf  Φqmpxq PM
 
mn.
It follows that f : T ÑMn is completely positive.
ðq We put
Cn : ty P MnpT q : ε ¡ 0, Dx PMnpSq, x  εIn b 1S PMnpSq
  and Φnpxq  yu.
For y P Cn, we have
y   εIn b 1T  Φnpx  εIn b 1Sq P MnpT q
 ,
thus Cn MnpT q
 . The map Φ : S Ñ T is a complete order quotient map if and only
if Cn MnpT q
  holds for all n P N. It is easy to check that Cn is a cone. We have the
inclusions of the cones
ΦnpMnpSq
 
q  Cn MnpT q
 .
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Suppose that yk P Cn converges to y P MnpT q. By the open mapping theorem, there
exists M ¡ 0 such that }rΦ1n : MnpT q Ñ MnpSq{KerΦn} ¤ M . We choose yk0 so that
}y  yk0}   ε{M . There exist x, x
1 in MnpSq such that
Φnpxq  yk0, x  εIn b 1S PMnpSq
  and Φnpx
1
q  y  yk0, }x
1
}   ε.
Replacing x1 by px1   x1q{2, we may assume that x1 is self-adjoint. It follows that
y  yk0   py  yk0q  Φnpx  x
1
q and x  x1   2εIn b 1S PMnpSq
 .
Hence, the cone Cn is closed. We assume Cn  MnpT q
  and choose y0 P MnpT q
 
{
Cn. By the Hahn-Banach separation theorem, there exists a self-adjoint functional
f on MnpT q such that fpCnq  r0,8q and fpy0q   0. Even though the functional
f : MnpT q Ñ C is not positive, we have Φ

npfqpxq  f  Φnpxq ¥ 0 for all x P MnpSq
 
because ΦnpMnpSq
 
q is a subcone of Cn. Hence, we see that the dual map Φ
 : T  Ñ S
is not a complete order embedding. 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that f : S Ñ Mn is a self-adjoint linear map for an operator
system S. Then we have fmpxq ¥ Imn for all m P N, x P MmpSq
 
1 if and only if the
self-adjoint linear map rf : S ÑMn defined by
rfpxq  pfp1Sq   2Inq

1
2 fpxqpfp1Sq   2Inq

1
2
is completely contractive.
Proof. ñq We choose a contractive element x in MmpSq. Then we have
0 ¤

Im b 1S x
x Im b 1S


¤ 2

Im b 1S 0
0 Im b 1S


.
By assumption, we have
0 ¤

Im b fp1Sq   2Imn fmpxq
fmpxq
 Im b fp1Sq   2Imn


.
Multiplying both sides by pImb fp1Sq  2Imnq

1
2
`pImb fp1Sq  2Imnq

1
2 from the left
and from the right, we see that } rfmpxq} ¤ 1.
ðq We choose an element x in MmpSq
 
1 . Then we have
}x
1
2
Im b 1S} ¤
1
2
.
By assumption, we have
}pIm b fp1Sq   2Imnq

1
2 fmpx
1
2
Im b 1SqpIm b fp1Sq   2Imnq

1
2
}
}
rfmpx
1
2
Im b 1Sq}
¤
1
2
,
thus

1
2
pIm b fp1Sq   2Imnq ¤ fmpx
1
2
Im b 1Sq.
It follows that fmpxq ¥ Imn. 
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Lemma 6.3. Let S be an operator subsystem of an operator system T and A a positive
semidefinite n  n matrix. Suppose that f : S Ñ Mn is a self-adjoint linear map
satisfying fmpxq ¥ Im b A for all m P N, x P MmpSq
 
1
. Then f : S Ñ Mn extends to
a self-adjoint linear map F : T Ñ Mn satisfying Fmpxq ¥ Im b A for all m P N, x P
MmpT q
 
1 .
Proof. We define a self-adjoint linear map g : S ÑMn by
gpxq  pA  εInq

1
2 fpxqpA  εInq

1
2
for 0   ε   1. Then we have
gmpxq ¥ pIm b A   εImnq

1
2
pIm b AqpIm b A   εImnq

1
2
¥ Imn
for all m P N, x P MmpSq
 
1 . By Lemma 6.2, the self-adjoint linear map rg : S Ñ Mn
defined by
rgpxq  pgp1Sq   2Inq

1
2 gpxqpgp1Sq   2Inq

1
2
is completely contractive. By the Wittstock extension theorem, rg extends to a complete
contraction rG : T ÑMn. By considering
1
2
p
rG  rGq instead, we may assume that rG is
self-adjoint. We put
Gpxq  pgp1Sq   2Inq
1
2 rGpxqpgp1Sq   2Inq
1
2
and
F pxq  pA  εInq
1
2GpxqpA   εInq
1
2 .
Then F : T ÑMn (respectively, G : T ÑMn) is a self-adjoint extension of f : S ÑMn
(respectively, g : S ÑMn). The self-adjoint linear map rG can be written as
rGpxq  pGp1Sq   2Inq

1
2GpxqpGp1Sq   2Inq

1
2 .
By using Lemma 6.2 again, we see that
Fmpxq  pIm b A  εImnq
1
2GmpxqpIm b A   εImnq
1
2
¥ Im b A εImn
for all m P N, x P MmpT q
 
1 . The extension F : T Ñ Mn depends on the choice of ε.
However the norm of F is uniformly bounded as can be seen from
}F } ¤ }pA  εInq
1
2
ppA  εInq

1
2 fp1SqpA  εInq

1
2
  2Inq
1
2
}
2
 }fp1Sq   2pA  εInq}
¤ }fp1Sq   2A}   2.
Since the range space is finite dimensional, we can consider the point-norm cluster point
of tFε : 0   ε   1u. 
Let T : V ÑW be a completely contractive and completely positive map for matrix
ordered operator spaces V and W . Then its unitization rT : rV Ñ W defined by
rT px  λ1
rV q  T pxq   λ1W , x P V, λ P C
is a unital completely positive map [W, Lemma 4.9].
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that Φ : S Ñ T is a unital completely positive map for operator
systems S and T . Then Φ : S Ñ T is a complete order embedding if and only if the
unitization of its dual map Φ : T  Ñ S is a complete order quotient map.
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Proof. ñq Let f   A P MnpSq
 . By Lemma 5.1, we have fmpxq ¥ Im b A for all
m P N and x PMmpSq
 
1 . We can regard S as an operator subsystem of T . By Lemma
6.3, there exists a self-adjoint extension F : T Ñ Mn such that Fmpxq ¥ Im b A for
all m P N and x PMmpT q
 
1
. By Lemma 5.1 again, we have
ΦnpF   Aq  f   A and F   A PMnp
T q .
ðq Suppose that Φnpxq belongs to MnpT q
  for x P MnpSq. Let f : MnpSq Ñ C
be a positive functional. For any ε ¡ 0, there exists a self-adjoint linear functional
F :MnpT q Ñ C such that
ΦnpF q  f and F   εIn b 1T  PMnp
T q .
We have
fpxq  F  Φpxq ¥ εn2}x}.
It follows that x PMnpSq
 . If Φnpxq  0, then x P MnpSq
 
XMnpSq
 
 t0u. 
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